Recent results from various Fermilab experiments on the hadroproduction of states containing charm, bottom, and top quarks are discussed. These include observation of the spectra, lifetimes, and production characteristics of charmonium, open charm states, and bottom particle production with both high energy fixed target and p -p collider facilities. Summary.
Introduction
The Fermilab 1990-91 Fixed Target Physics run and the recently ended 1992-93 p -p collider run have produced a wealth of new physics results. New results on the hadroproduction of heavy quarks (c, b, and t) have been reported by E-653, E-672, E-705, E-769, E-771, E-772, E-789, E-791, CDF, and D-Zero. Other invited speakers at this conference [l] discussed the charm photoproduction experiment E-687 and the low energy p -p charmonium spectroscopy experiment E-760 in more detail.
Charm Particles

2.1
Hadroproduction of Charm emulsion technique to observe the r produced in charged current weak interactions of v, arising from neutrino oscillations. Given sufficient statistics, these observations of both Dt --t p+v, and r+r+ could serve as another test of lepton universality in weak interactions.
C harmonium
There are new results in both the production and spectroscopy of charmonium states using high energy p and ?r-beams. These experiments detect the decay J/I) + P+/L-, along with additional photons to study xc states, or along with additional hadrons for spectroscopy studies.
3.1
Why is hadro-production of xe Interesting?
Theoretically, the hadro-production of x. states must proceed through multi-gluon processes, but the final C-Z state must somehow emerge colorless. Since there are differences in production byp and by rr beams, we know that the valence quarks must also play an important role. Finally, the study of processes involving x. can provide insight into the underlying gluonic structure of the interacting hadrons.
There are three classes of models for hadroproduction of xc states [7] . These are sketched in Figure 2 and can be described under the broad headings of gluon fusion, quark fusion, and evaporation diagrams.
Each class of model makes definite predictions as to the relative production of xW , x.r , and xc2 states. Unfortunately, the xQ due to its low branching fraction into 7 plus J/y5 . state is not readily accessible
Experiments and Results on Production Dynamics
E-672 [8] uses a 530 GeV x-beam with either Be or Cu targets along with a di-muon trigger spectrometer.
For the study of x. states, the decay gamma ray is required to convert into an e+e-pair in the target region and be reconstructed by the E-706 multiparticle spectrometer. Examples of the signals and resolutions obtained by E-672 are shown in Figure 3 . Note in particular that the xc, and xc1 states are resolved. E-705 [9] presents results using 300 GeV p, x-, and x+ beams incident on a Li target, using a conventional multiparticle spectrometer with downstream muon trigger/detector walls. Their gamma ray detector consisted of a scintillating glass and lead glass counter array with active converters for improved spatial position resolution. Examples of E-705's signals and resolutions are given in Figure 4 . In particular, note that the xc, and xc, states are not resolved by E-705. The components of the xc peak are fitted, leading to correlated errors for xc, and xc2
In addition to reporting cross sections for production of charmonium integrated over the forward hemishere, as for E-672, E-705 also reports the z, eynman, pL, and beam species dependence6 for JlA V, and x. Table 1 compares various integrated charmonium cross sections as measured by E-672 and E-705. Figure 5 compares the fraction of J/T) produced via x. measured by various experiments [lo] . Figure 6 compares the hadroproduction ratio of x.,/x., for measurements and model predictions.
The color evaporation models are consistent with xc production ratios for pion beams, whereas, the E-705 data, albeit with low statistical separation, indicates that the gluon fusion model prediction is favored for production with proton beams. E-772 [ll] used a high intensity 800 GeV primary proton beam and the E-605 spectrometer to perform a high sensitivity study of the nuclear target dependence of the production of J/$, $', T, and Drell-Yan j~+p-pairs. The nuclear dependence parameter a was studied as functions of PL, ~f.ynm.n, an d ~2, the momentum fraction of the interacting parton within the nuclear target. By studying the Drell-Yan process, a limit on the &,(z)/Qz) asymmetry for the sea anti-quark distributions in the nucleon was obtained. Please see reference [ll] for full discussion of these E-772 results.
3.3
Charmonium Spectroscopy E-760 [12] recently observed a narrow resonance in the exclusive production reaction ljp --t J/4 K" at a mass of 3.526 GeV which they interpret as the 'PI charmonium state. E-705 has searched 113) for similar charmonium resonances in decays into J/$ (or $') plus additional x's, In Figure 7a , they see a 2.5 o peak (42 I!C 17 events) in the J/1(, x" mass spectrum at 3.527 f 0.008 GeV, which confirms the E-760 observation. In the J/4 x+x-mass spectrum, Figure 7b , E-705 observes not only the $', but also structure at 3.836 f 0.013 GeV (58 f 21 events), at least for the K-beam data. They speculate that this could be the 'D2 (2--) state, but warn that this observation requires confirmation.
E-672, for example, with an equivalent $' sample in Figure 3 , does not see such an enhancement.
E705 searched for, but did not observe any structure in J/ll, T*T*, J/$ n*d' , or $' ?r*.
Fixed Target Bottom
Four fixed target experiments are designed to study production of bottom particles. E-653 and E-672 are complete and have been presenting results. E-789 and E-771 [14] have had test runs trying to develop techniques to study short decay topologies at high interaction rates. E-653 [15] used a 600 GeV ?r-beam in an emulsion target followed by a multiparticle spectrometer with silicon vertex detector and a high pl muon trigger. b-particles are indentified in the emulsion by decay topologies. E-653 has obtained data on the total b6 cross section E-672 [16] used their di-muon spectrometer and the E-706 multiparticle spectrometer and silicon vertex detector to search for events with a J/T/J decaying into pfpL-downstream of the primary vertex. Figure 9a shows the decay length distribution of these detached decay vertex J/4 b-candidates. material as in Figure   E -672 further required that the J/ll, decay occur outside of the target 9b. Based on the 9 * 3 remaining candidates, E-672 was able to quote a total cross section for b-production ~~r-A-1bTX = 43 f 132:: nb/nucleon at fi = 31.5 GeV.
In Figure IOa , these Fermilab data are compared to that of the earlier CERN multi-muon experiment WA-78 [17] and a range of theoretical predictions [la] .
E-672 also has added charged K In a test for future high luminosity fixed target experiments, specifically to search for twobody decays of bottom, E-789 [19] used the E-605 two arm spectrometer with a silicon vertex detector to observe interactions of primary 800 GeV protons in a 3 mm gold target at a rate of 50 million interactions per second. Their excellent mass resolution and ring imaging cerenkov counter allowed them to reconstruct the two-body decays Do + K-?r+,&n-, and K-K+ in Figure 11 , albeit with large reflection peaks due to particle mis-identification.
E-789 also demonstrated the capability of the vertex detector by measuring the liftime of the Do to be T(D') = 0.41 f 0.03 psec. By varying decay position cuts for the J/ll, + p+pL-outside of the Au target in Figure 12 , E-789 finds a excess of long-lived J/q events, which are interpreted as b-particle candidates.
5
Collider Bottom
Introduction
F -p hadron colliders are a good source of bottom particles. The available energy, the interaction rates and luminosities, and the b-production cross section are all large. However, the b-particles are produced against a large background of many other physics processes, not like for the exclusive production at e+e-collider experiments ARGUS and CLEO running on the Y(4S) resonance, and not quite like for the LEP e+e-experiments running on the 2" where the bii production ratio is high (22 %), and where the fragmentation of the b-quark into mesons and baryons is hard. The topics studied by all of th ese experiments are similar, namely the cross section for bi; production, b-particle spectrocsopy, including masses, exclusive and inclusive decays, branching fractions, lifetimes, and mixing in the B" -p system. The b-particles can be signatures of the production and decay of the top quark. Finally, the current experiments are just the initial steps, developing the techniques necessary for the study of CP-violation in the b-system.
Techniques
The techniques for studying b-physics at a hadron collider are many and varied. The highest rate approach is to study single leptons from the inclusive semi-leptonic decays of b. At high pl, most of the leptons are expected to be from b decays. However, there are still questions of large backgrounds, understanding detector thresholds, and other systematic obstacles to this
approach. An associated technique is to observe correlations in charge between single, high pl leptons and charm particles or baryons. Finally, there is the study of correlations of two opposite sign di-leptons, one each from the b and a d ecays. This is a way to also study mixing, however the signals are diluted or confused by (lower pl ) leptons from the decay of charm particles which were themselves products of the original b decays. Inclusive production of J/$, $J', or xc at high pl from b decays can be used to measure the bf; cross section. Recently, the use of high resolution vertex detectors to separate the decay vertex of the b-particle, often into a J/$, from the primary interaction vertex, has given estimates of the inclusive b-particle lifetime. By adding in additional mesons to the detached vertex J/ll, , the masses, and the lifetimes of individual B+, Bj, one can study the exlcusive decays, and Bz mesons, and possibly also b-baryons.
5.3
The Fermilab Collider Experiments
The two large multi-purpose collider detectors at Fermilab, CDF [20] and D-Zero The integrated cross section [23] for the p -p production of b-particles in the central region as a function of the pl acceptance threshold is depicted in Figure 14a . The cross section for a given detection channel is quoted for values of pl 2 pI min, typically 8 Gev or so. Extrapolating to all pl with pseudo-rapidity 171 5 1 gives the cb z 20 pbarn, just within this restrictive 17 range.
The 'average' lifetime of the b-particle is measured by observing the decay length distribution of detached J/$ vertices [24] . The decay length for a given candidate is then converted to a 'pseudo-proper time' using a simulated correction model and the measured J/$ momentum. Figure 14b shows this distribution including the component due to the decay distribution of the sidebands in the J/g mass distribution.
The average CDF measured b-particle lifetime based on this inclusive, detached J/+4 sample is The CUSB experiment [30] , in observing the spectra of 7's in association with J/4,, found a two-fold ambiguity in the solution for this same mass difference, namely AA4 = 82.5 f 2.5 MeV, or AM = 121 f 9 MeV. 6 The Search for Top 6 .1 Expected Characteristics of top
The top quark and the vr are the two yet unobserved members required to round out the third generation of quarks and leptons. It is known that the topis heavy [31], with mtop 2 91 GeV, and definitely mtop > mu+. To maintain consistency with the observations of neutrino experiments, hadron colliders, and the electro-weak parameters measured at LEP 1321, the standard model would expect the ml, to be in the 100 -160 GeV range, using an assumed mhiss, = 300 GeV. At this time, only the Fermilab p -p collider has sufficient energy and luminosity reach to search in this mass range. If the m,,i,,,. were to be 1000 GeV, then this range of mt,,,, would increase to 125 -175 GeV.
Since mtqr > mw+ , the dominant decay mode is t -+ b+ W+, where the b can be manifested as a jet or can decay b -t c + L-+ vt. The Wt can decay, with the indicated branching fractions, into ev(l/S), &l/9), rv(l/S), u$3/9), or cif(3/9). The extra factor of 3 in the branching fractions for the decay into quarks is due to the color degree of freedom. Again, since mtop > rnw+ , the top must be produced in pairs, leading to the final states tZ + bW+xW-. The searches described here will concentrate on the states and branching fractions: b%e+e-(l/81), b&+p-(l/81), and b&*@(2/81). The decay products of the b and 5 are not necessarily observed for this analysis which relies on the observation of inclusive high pl opposite-sign di-lepton pairs. Table 2 . These cuts required both observed high pl leptons to be in the central region of rapidity space, with large missing transverse energy, isolated from hadron jets, and not consistant with decay from a 2'. Both CDF and D-Zero observe one candidate event each satisfying these cuts depicted in Figure 17 . Backgrounds expected from various physics sources and instrumental effects have been estimated. CDF expects 1.5 background event and D-Zero expects 0.85 background event in this sample. Table 3 summarizes these statistics and indicates the number of tZ events expected to be observed for these luminosities and these acceptances and analysis cuts for a hypothesized mtop. After including the one top-candidate event from its 1988-89 run [31], CDF finds a 95 % confidence limit nztop 2 108 GeV based on the theoretical model [35] for the production rate ~(pp + ttX), as shown in Figure 18a . After subtracting the estimated background, D-Zero quotes a lower limit on the mass of the top of 103 GeV (95 % CL) in Figure 18b . If the background is not subtracted, a more conservative lower mass limit of 99 GeV is obtained. D-Zero uses a higher order QCD calculation [36] for their production model. If this D-Zero event is assumed to be top, then a Dal&-Goldstein analysis [37] of the ep and leading jets is consistent with mtop in the 130-170 GeV range at 90 % CL.
Future Programs
Currently Ferimlab is installing a new 400 MeV LINAC which is expected to increase the collider luminosity to 10sl n-asec-', and to deliver an additional 75 pb-' to both CDF and D-Zero over the next year and a half. With this luminosity, top should be observed if its mass is less than about 150 GeV.
After the collider run, another Fixed Target Physis run is planned, including approved experiments on photoproduction of charm, exclusive fi -p production of charm&urn, hyperon production of charm, high precision K0 physics, neutrino physics concentrating on neutral current studies of sin '(&) and p, di-muon studies of anti-quark distributions in the nucleon, search for relativistic anti-Hydrogen atoms, and extensive test beam programs for Fermilab and SSC experiments.
Further on the horizon is the Main Injector Program to provide even increased collider luminosities of greater than 5 x 1031cm-zsec-', simultaneously with fixed target operations at intensities of up to 3 x 1Ol3 protons per spill, either at 120 GeV per 2.9 second cycle with 1.0 second slow spill for proposed K0 experiments or with fast (millisecond) spill for proposed v-oscillation experiments.
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